**The Gamecock**

**The Foot is Off The Face**

"You can please some of the people some of the time, but you can’t please all of the people all of the time."

May 15, 1945

---

**Question of the Week**

Q. What feature would you add to the Gamecock?

Horatio Low Congaree: I never read the Gamecock.

Horace Hance: Veggie girls.

Paddy Patrick: A brief summary of world news and affairs, and editorials on such would be very profitable. It should be as much a part of our education as our classroom studies.

Tom Child: Preview of coming attractions on the campus and in Columbia.

Harriet Lee: Perhaps good letters to the editor from students with different opinions in the paper to make even our student editors blue.

Malcolm Copeland: I would like to see editorials on world affairs and the columns of student activities made more valuable.

Malcolm: I think individuals should be given more notice.

Peggy Mechem: I think a column on school spirit.

Susan Voight: I think the freshmen should stop being put upon.

Sylvia Lewis: I think it’s pretty good as it stands now.

Jack Wilmont: Someone other than a student.

Bill Figg: More feature columns.

Frank Glee: Column on three pages of彩色 comic.

Claire Leach: The Gamecock covers all.

Anita Buxton: I would like to see a Carolina Day Book with all the foolish things that happen to students such as Frankland Marshall, Bob McKenzie. A column of weekly campus life and colorful pictures.

Neil Miller: Style column for the current Navy stories.

Margaret Winkler: An editorial on the lack of the cartoonists to students.

Bob McKenzie: More pulling.

George Hannah: How about descriptions of campus life and social events.
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